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After a troubling childhood, wealthy Evan Sinclair likes his life orderly and controlled. He rarely gives

in to spontaneous urges - until he begins a chance correspondence with a mystery woman who

sounds like his complete opposite. She intrigues and amuses him, and the interest seems

mutual...which is more than he can say for his current obsession, Miranda Tyler, the tough-as-nails,

sexy schoolteacher who's made it clear she's not impressed - or interested. Miranda finally has it all:

a good job, friends, and the security of living in the quaint coastal town of Amesport, Maine. She

even has an anonymous pen pal - a man she's never met yet has bonded with almost effortlessly.

The only thing unsettling her life is Evan Sinclair. The handsome billionaire is arrogant, pompous,

and far too used to getting his way. Miranda tries her best to avoid him, until Evan's steamy kiss

turns her world upside down. Soon their red-hot desire is scorching the sheets and has them both

spinning out of control. But when secrets are revealed, will their insatiable attraction keep them

together or force them apart? In J. S. Scott's The Billionaire's Touch, the eldest Sinclair just might

have met his match.
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J. S. Scott continues her wonderful series of alpha men and the women who they learn to love with

The Billionaire's Touch. This is the last of the five Sinclairs of Amesport, Maine to find his match. It

can be read as a stand alone book, but if you are keeping up with the series, this ties in strongly to

The Billionaire's Christmas (Grady's story). Evan has been to Amesport for all three of his brother's



weddings where he was paired with local teacher, Randi, at the weddings. They have a strong

sexual attraction, but she finds him to be an arrogant jerk and he thinks she is emotional and

irritating....still they can't seem to stop thinking of each other and the sparks that fly when they are

together.Evan Sinclair is the oldest of the Sinclair siblings. He has long since been the responsible

member of the family, taking care of the business and watching over his sister and three brothers - if

they wanted it or not. Because of this, he has more than his share of control issues and has become

a bit of a loaner, even in his own family. As the story progresses we find out more of why Evan is

this way.Randi is a local teacher, kind hearted and caring, she helps the community kids with

tutoring after school at the local community center. The book opens at the same time as Emily, the

director of the center, is seeking help from Grady, the only Sinclair who lives in Amesport, to save

the center's budget after her ex-boyfriend stole funds. Randi is so concerned for her close friend

Emily, and the center's budget, that she writes an anonymous letter to the Sinclair Fund (a charity

the Sinclair's run) hoping one of the Sinclair siblings, who does not live in town, will see it. Evan

does see it, and writes a nasty e-mail back, also anonymously.
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